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In accordance with the Work Programme of ECA and r.'ith the terns of Economic

and Social Council resolution 1.1979(LI?.) of 31 July 1975 and General Assembly

resolution 3513(XXX) of 15 December 1975, F.CA organized the United Nations Water

Conference African Regional. Meeting in co-operation with the United Nations

Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and Transport (CNRET), the United Nations

Environment Programme (UWEP), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and'

Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the tforld Meteorological Organization (rPiI0).

The meeting took place at ECA headquarters from 20 to 24 September 1976.

The 1."-month preparatory period *u*as used for intensive correspondence and

consultations with member States, governmental and non-povernmental organizations

and other organizations in the United Rations system.-, Governments were encouraged

where they had not already done so, to set up national committees for water resources

development; and where such committees existed, they were encouraged to strengthen

them. Such committees were also to be. assigned the task of writing a national report

on water resources. A consultant tms enna^ed with the financial assistance of IJNEF

and the United Nations Secretariat to visit member States, at their request and

assist them in these activities. As a result, ECA. received some .34 country reports

and information concerning the establishment of new co-ordinatinp, water committees

and the strengthening, of existinR ones.

It had been agreed with UNESCO and lT:O that as part of,their contribution to

the deliberations of the Regional Meeting they would convene si' meeting of experts

on hydrological problems in Africa immediately prior to the Regional Meeting. This

meeting, of experts, organized in co-operation with ECA, took place from 15 to 18

September 1976. ■ - .....:■

ECA, using the material provided in the country reports and other information

readily available in the secretariat, prepared a draft regional report entitled:

"Problems of Water Resources development in Africa" .(E/CN.14/NRI>/!!?/l/!3.ev.2). This
report was to be the main subject of"discussion at the conference. It included

action recommendations for participants to examine and pronounce on. UNESCO and

WHO helped, at their expense., in the compilation of the report by sending one staff

member each from their headquarters to TICA for a period of two weeks. CIRET and

the United Nations Hater Conference secretariat also assisted ECA by sending a staff

member to be the focal.point for the organization of the preparatory process.

M76-1789 ' ■ - .. - ,,-'- •■' ~:
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Participants in the Meeting included representatives from thirty-seven African
countries and from a number of international, governmental and non-novernmental
organizations both from within and outside the Ignited Nations system. The total
number of representatives and observers was 1851

The recommendations of the meeting of experts vere presented to the Regional
Meeting which took them into account in discussing the action recommendations.

In the preamble to the recommendations, attention is invited to the importance

of the management and development of water resources to the hunan, social an,.-
economic development of Africa. It 1r recognized that the nature and magnitude of
the water problems represent a big challenge to the countries of the region requiring
their priority attention; that it is necessary to formulate and implement
comprehensive' national wafer policies and plans as inteEral parts of national -
development plans,to foster, promote and strengthen regional and international
co-operation and to broaden the scope of international financial and technical
assistance based on flexible operational criteria suitable to the particular

conditions of each country and region.

This preamble is-followed by a set of action recommendations on various
problem areas in the field of the development of water resources.

The full text of the action recommendations of the Regional '.teetin* and the
recommendations of the Meeting of Experts on IIydrolo£ical Problems in Africa may

be seen in annexes II and V, respectively. ■

The following points"arising out of the recommendations of the weetinRS
referred to above are submitted for consideration and action by tne Economic Com

mission for Africa. ■•-. ■

(a) Action Recommendation 21. subparagraph (b); ■ ■

Subparagraph (b) of action recommendation 21 reads as follows:

"The problem of creating an adequate institutional infrastructure should be

constantly under review at the national, Bubregional and regional levels, in order
to streamline the existing organizations and create new ones, where ^es^.ry, in
order to deal effectively with the problems of water development as they emerge.

from time to time: ....

"in pursuance of the above recommendation, EGA will need to ^^J^^
of the existing institutional infrastructure at the regional I*™1 with a vie. to .
pointing out its strengths and weaknesses and suggesting modifications, vays or

strengthening it, etc.

(b) Action "scpmnendation 21, subparanrapli (c) (viii)

In subp-aragraph (c) (viii), it is recommended that at the subreGional level,
consideration should be given to "the creation of regional teams of experts/
consultants under either ECA or any other suitable African development agency,
such teams being set up to serve similar tasks in adjacent African countries wn
as groundwater assessment, water demand studies, dam site reconnaissance, etc ^so

as to enable them to work together over an extended period of time under similar

technical conditions". ~
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(c) Action Recommendation 21. subparagraph (c) (xi) _ \ -

In subparagra^.i (c) (xi), it is recommended that consideration be Given to:

"expanding the scope for Tarious development agencies specifically for Africa like
OAU or ECA to participate in water resources development programmes to a much
greater extent than before, such regional organizations bein? potentially the, most >■

effective for co-ordination at the regional level and for the evaluation of the
progress of projects and the implementation of. recommendations at specified intervals

of time like every three to five years". •-..-;■

(d) Action Recommendation 21, suhparagraph (c) (xii) ;. .--

In subparagraph (c) (xii), the Meeting recommended that action should.be taken
to: "strengthen the ECA secretariat in its water resources activities to assist in
co-ordinating the activities of the United Nations organizations on the regional
level and to follow up the recommendations in the field of -rater resources for

Africa".

(e) Action Recommendation 21. subparagraph (c) (xiii)

In subparap.raph (c) (xiii), the Meeting recommended th*t action should be
taken to "set up a working group to examine in depth and make suitable recommenda
tions concerning the appropriate institutional setup at the regional leve.j. to
assist effectively member States in their activities in the field of w*ter resources

development". ' .

This working group would be in a position to examine the various recommendations
mentioned above with regard to the institutional arrangements at the regional level,
the details of the composition of the regional teams, the way in which they relate
with each other and with the existing regional institutions and to provide an integrated
framework for taking co-ordinated action for the implementation of these recommendations

(f) Action Recommendation 21, subparagraph (d) (iii)

In subparagraph (d) (iii), international agencies and other supporting bodies

were called upon to strengthen "regional organizations like the EGA to participate

in water resources development.programmes to a greater extent than at present .

This relates to a similar recomr:«ndation made by the Meeting of Experts that

"UNESCO and t-JKO should assist ECA in strengthening the existing ijatsr resources

Unit so that this Unit can more effectively provide, among other functions, such

follow up action".

(g) Action Recorgmendation 21, subpar^graph (d) (v)

In this recommendation, the Regional Meeting called for the establishment of
a "United Nations Permanent Organization or secretariat to monitor progress being
made In the implementation of recommendations, assist in co-ordinating the activities

of the United Nations organizations in the field of water resources and to act as a

centre of information on United Nations activities in the field of water1 .
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Working Groups set up by the Secretary-General of UBWC .-..;■■■

In his opening address to the Re,iona. Meeting.the Secretary-General of the
UHWC made the following statement: . -.' . . i

. ..^ '-^"^-1e from^ ^

mt2 S:~s B^SSz^l
identify ways by vhich the resolution of the Habitat Conference o edybefore

too may be.arranged.1 ■ .

Relative to'this, the- ReBlon»l Iteetins adopted the following resolution:

"Th. United Han™- Water Confr«nr.« African Regional ?'eetinP, ' ■ "

RecoPnizinP the iuportance of water development in »eetinB. food and co^nunlty

water supply needs,

and endorses the efforts of the Secretary General of

and to'review water assessment needs. . ... ■.

2. ^'^^ endorses', the efforts."^^"^^^^ .f-«2. ^^^ endorses ^^^^^
establish a group to study measures necessary o f^"^he fi2d of water
technical co-operati«iHaniong developing countries within tne.rieia

resources development.

Working groups at the regional level

>Ea
development in Africa.

Concluding appeal by the Chairman ... . .. ■ .. .

"I. the course of his concluding address to the Regional Meeting theChairman
expressed the; hope that ^e arrangenents sugBes^d or institutional^^ ^

at the national, subregional, 'fglon»l and Internatlw^ie ^
co-ordination at all those; levels ^^P to clpse^he i P ^^^

lead to an effective and continuous f°1^-"P^^^ons", the concerned specialized

to see they were put into action.
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In addition, the following recommendations of the Meeting of Experts on

Hydrological Problems in Africa need consideration:

11 (i) ECA UHESCO and isftfO should orR&iilitj in future more frequent meetings of

the African International Hydrological Programme (HIP) committees and

hydrological services in order to exchange information on hydrological

problems and their possible solutions.;

(ii) UNESCO in co-operation with ECA, FAO, WMO, and ILO should assist

countries in fulfilling present and future- manpower needs in the uhole

field of water resources by establishing new and strengthening existing

educational and training facilities*-

(iii) UNESCO and WMO should assist ECA in strengthening the existing ECA

Hater Resources Unit so that this Unit can more effectively provide,

among other functions, such follow up action."


